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Worksheet 5: 

Fill in the blanks with the proper word from the word bank. Some 

words are repeated for better understanding. 

 

 

1. I don’t know how she was able to ______________ all of those 

kids all by herself. 

2. The old ______________ died, so we had to plant new ones for 

this season. 

3. There are ______________ all of his fingers from playing the 

guitar for so long. 

4. Carolyn ______________ out the old newspapers because they 

were just getting in the way. 

5. Luckily, we ______________ to keep the situation under good 

control. 

manage      filth        chucked          sluggard     blister       brambles   

midst         filthy      managed         chuck          blisters     bramble 
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6. “You may want to wear comfy shoes, so you don’t get a 

______________ on your foot.” 

7. “Just ______________ it if you don’t want it because no one 

else will eat it.” 

8. I was not raised to be a ______________, so I must find 

something good to do. 

9. “How did you get so ______________,” my mom asked me when 

she saw all of the dirt on my clothes. 

10. We aren’t allowed outside after it rains because we will 

probably just get into all of the ______________. 

11. The tree in the ______________ is the largest that we have. 

12. Mr. Tom decided to plant one more ______________ out in 

the yard to make it appear more pretty than before.  
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Answer Key 
 

 

 

 

Worksheet 5 

1. manage 

2. brambles 

3. blisters 

4. chucked 

5. managed 

6. blister 

7. chuck 

8. sluggard 

9. filthy 

10. filth 

11. midst 

12. bramble  


